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Joyce Cary, “I surround myself and the group with the Christ consciousness
and the White light from within and from without. I ask that my ego and
personality step aside so that I may be a clear vessel for information to come
through from the highest source possible. And I ask that this information be
for the benefit of any who read or hear it. And I thank you in advance.”
Light Beings: Good evening.
Group:

Hello.

LBs: This has indeed been an interesting evening and the energy has been
much greater than we have experienced with you as a group before. So we
congratulate you for moving forward and actually using some of the things
you have been taught, and some of the things we have been speaking to you
about for some time. So congratulations for making that first step. We hope
you will continue with the learning of how to use your energy because it is
the most powerful tool that you have.
Question#1
I’d like for you to repeat some of the key points that you
made to Charlie when you talked to him last about the war, Saddam Hussein
and our state of peace and any key points that you shared. If you could
repeat them to us tonight it would be helpful.
LBs:
It would be easier if you asked specific questions, but we will say to
you that…. It is necessary for you to understand that what is transpiring at
this time is a situation that has been in the making for many, many years,
and it is giving those a playground that need to experience conflict or to be
able to experience the energies that are not particularly beneficial to
mankind, but still are the energies that are a part of the polarity. One
chooses to come on the earth plane to experience these polarities. And it is
many times a choice before one comes to learn about certain things, and in
this particular situation there are lessons in the use of power on both sides.
One thing that will be available for the learning will be how to use power
appropriately. And then there will be many that will abuse power in this
situation, and in so doing, before they come back into another incarnational
being, will be able to see how they abused the power, and will have the
ability to come back again and use it in a different way. And this is where
Saddam is going to play his game on the earth plane this time. He has come
on the earth plane to learn about power, and before he actually leaves he is
going to recognize that perhaps he has not used it to the best of his ability.
He has misused it in many, many ways. And he will be given the opportunity
to reincarnate at a later time and use that information to be able to be a
great leader. This is difficult many times for you to understand, that because
one may misuse power in one lifetime does not mean that they do not learn
from that and are, perhaps, able then able to be of greater value in another
time. Do you understand?
So it is simply a matter of allowing each to choose the lessons that
they decide to learn. And it is for each of you to decide what part of this
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drama you want to be a part of, because you do not have to participate in
the drama, and in a way that will bring fear to you, or in a way that you need
to experience fear. You can understand and not particularly like what you are
seeing or hearing, but not be attached to what transpires, because you as an
individual entity must choose you own peace, or your choice is to be in fear.
And that is really the most important thing for you to learn about this entire
situation, is what your learning is, what your experience is. Each person on
the planet will be given an opportunity at some time to understand what
conflict is about because that is the duality that is part of the learning. And
so those that experience it this time will perhaps be able to at a later time, in
a later incarnation, be able to use that knowledge in a more powerful way.
Do you have questions about this?
Q2: Will this projection of US power overseas to correct this situation, as
the US sees it, have longer term ramifications with dissent, affecting future
governmental formations and relationships?
LBs: As we said to you before, you might want to look at the history of
England or Greece. It will give you some inclination about where the United
States is headed unless they make some drastic changes and recognize that
the ego is driving most of the people who are the leaders of the country. And
also, there is an agenda that is not made known to the general public
concerning this so-called war, and it has to do with more of [an] economic
foothold, so-to-speak, more of a need to own resources that are not
really……it is a real difficult thing to understand….again, the United States has
leaders also, that have a great learning about power. And because one is not
directly involved in the conflict does not mean that they are not
understanding their part in the use of power. And so there is a great learning
there not only for the individual, but for the country, and yes there will be a
lot of dissention if the path continues as it is today because the
consciousness is being raised in many, many in this country and other
countries, and as the consciousness is raised the leaders will not be able to
present something that is not of truth. So it will start being much more
apparent why a country is in conflict, or is attacking another country. And it
will be much clearer to the individual what needs to be done because of the
rising of the consciousness and the vibrational shift. So it will not be as easy
for the leaders of this country to demand the alliance of the individual as
they have been able to do before.
Q3:

And hide it around the shroud of patriotism?

LBs: That is correct. Because as one begins to raise their consciousness,
one begins to recognize there is no separativeness. And so therefore, there is
no reason to attack oneself. Do you see?
Q4:
Well, I want to take some kind of responsible action, but I want to
take action from a place of awareness.
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LBs: And if you want to take action, the way to take action is to come from
a place of love, not fear. You see, when you concentrate on wanting the war
to be over, or not wanting the war to take place, or not wanting to be in
conflict, you are coming from a place of fear. And that is difficult for you to
understand, I am sure.
But if you’re coming from a place of love you are not as concerned
about the actual incidences as you are concerned about staying at peace
within so that everything that you surround yourself with is of peace.
Q5:
So the most powerful way we can be of influence is to be in the state
that we were in tonight in the circle?” [The group tonight did toning to open
their hearts and free their bodies from the day’s stresses, and it worked in
opening them.]
LBs: Absolutely, because that vibration extends out and begins to touch
others, and as you go about your own business you come into contact with
hundreds of people in a day’s time, and each of you if you are in peace and
harmony are going to be able to effect each of those you come into contact
with, and then that is the ripple effect. It will begin to spread itself out. And
that is why it is so important for any Light Worker or any entity that has the
desire to walk the path; the surest way to be able to take the greatest action
is through being; being peace. Because you yourself do not have the ability
to control, to really make any difference in the decision about how many
ships are sent, or how many soldiers are sent. You have no ability to control
that. But you have the greatest ability to control what goes on in your own
thoughts. And every thought is a vibration, an energy that affects the world.
Does that help?
Q6:

t does? Is Saddam still alive?”

LBs: As we told you before, he actually made preparations to be able to
flee at the necessary time. And, yes, but is probably in Turkey.”
Q7;

So, are they going to find him?

LBs: There are many, many things that can happen to change what
decisions will be made, both by him and by those that surround him. So it is
difficult to say at this time.”
Q8:
Is it important to know sometimes that you just can’t do anything?
You just have to “be”; in other words, “do” nothing?
LBs: You are doing more than any………you are doing by Being, more than
any other action you can take. Because that is bringing out what your
essence is. And that is able to actually make more of an impact on those that
you come in contact with but, also, as you send your energy out, more of an
impact farther out than actions will.
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Q9: I feel like I’m trapped in a room that has a hot stove in the corner, and
I know if I touch that hot stove I’m going to get burned. And so, I’ve learned
that lesson already, and I choose to step aside from the hot stove. But I’m
still aware it’s in my field….”
LBs:

Yes, but also you must be aware a hot stove can also cook meals.”

Q10:

I was using the analogy of a hot stove to the war.”

LBs: And that is what we are saying. This war will give many the
opportunity to make many choices about how they are going to respond. And
there will be multiple lessons in those choices. Every soldier will have the
choice of how to respond when they are in combat, when they arrest a fellow
soldier from the other side, how they will treat that human being. Every
soldier has choices in this drama they are playing out. And you must
remember also that those that are fighting made a choice to be a fighter.
They were prepared to fight. So this is not sending people who had not
chosen this way of life. And so your next question is then, no doubt, what
about those children, and women, and men that are dying and did not chose
combat? But, again, each have their lessons, and each will have choices
about the interaction they will have. And yes, it is not the preferred way, but
it is a drama that is presented that will give many the opportunities for
expansion and growth.
Q11:

And love.

LBs: And love. Just as you choose a disease, it will give you that kind of
ability…..If you, for instance, developed cancer and knew you had three
months to live; you have some real choices to make, do you not, about how
you’re going to spend those three months? You have choices about learning
how to react to the information, making some effort to understand what has
happened, learning acceptance, there are many, many lessons you’re going
to learn from that disease before you make the transition. And so it is the
same thing when one is involved in a war, there are many, many choices and
many lessons that will be learned. It definitely is not the easier way for one
to learn their lessons, but, again, because you are living in a planet of
duality, you have a darker side that manifests, and there are those that
choose to play in that playground.
Moderator: Thank you very much, Light Beings, it’s been 20 minutes and
Joyce would like to take a break.
LBs: Yes, we would like to say one more thing before we go. Those of you
that find fear in your heart because of the war, if you can possibly
understand that you are not truly living what you present as your belief
system if you allow that fear to reside. Because each of you knows there is
no termination of self and that there is no separation from the Source. And if
you can replace that fear with love and that knowledge, then you’re going to
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find that, yes, you will not like the war and what is happening, and you will
not particularly agree with the leaders that made that choice, but you will
find compassion within you for all that is transpiring. And in that compassion
you will send the energy of love to all that are involved. And if enough of you
do that you will be able to bring light to many so that it will not be such a
long, drawn out situation, but can terminate fairly quickly with much
learning.
Q12: Just one quick question. That love toning that we were doing, would
that be a good way of clearing the energy in a room?
LBs: That would be an excellent way of clearing not only the energy in a
room, but clearing your own energy. So, yes, that is an excellent way to
clear. Not so much clear, as sort of expand.
Q13:
both?

So would one then clear first, and then expand, or can it take care of

LBs:
Ah, yes. Anytime you can use that kind of vibration, the love
vibration, in any area, it raises the level of energy.
Group: Thank you Light Beings.
LBs:

You’re more than welcome.

[End of session]
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